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which shaved the rock-face as it eased itself squeakily to the
plain.
Peering over the edge, we descried the wreckage of a
lorry far below. Madros laughed scornfully. This other
lorry belonged to a Greek, who four weeks before perished
through doing a stupid tiling. You have to back to pass
the pinched corners of Tarmaber. Halfway round a hair-
pin, he stopped as usual : but instead of putting his gear
column into reverse he carelessly slipped it into second,
and plunged down the cliff with a speed worthy of the men
who dropped upon the Persians at Marathon. Ha, ha,
said Madros, laughing nastily, which was the only way he
could laugh.
He then drove us with the help of his two revolting boys,
both of whom had pink-eye, straight into the black quag-
mire of Shola Mieda, where we stuck for the night and
laboured under the glare of our " Ever-readies."
It was Good Friday, and the Coptic monks were fasting
in their olive and cedar grove. A Polish engineer, the only
engineer camped on the road, came up for a friendly chat
and did not get it.
We talked to him freely about his road.
With morning came an old priest selling eggs, and our
boys, all Christian except Zinb, tied single rushes round
their heads in preparation for Easter. We passed on,
continually repairing the road, into the Danakil border-
lands of Ifat Ephrata and Mahfud, where occasional
rivers in hot channels under huge level mimosas, like
giant's bridge-tables, pass slowly to the Hawash. Dry
reeds strangle their flow : the country was suddenly very
hot and the road dry as we pitched up and down tightly
folded hills. To our right, always in a conical haze above
the yellow waste, rose Mount Agelu, the highest peak of
Danakil. To our left, the wall of the plateau.
Around us the vegetation took on the dusty yellow and
lifeless mimosa green of the tropical lowlands. Flowers
only were a flaring brimstone, scarlet finches rustled wings
over tall dry heads of grass. The butterflies were huge
white swallowtails in copious numbers, which flounced
uncarefully through the bush like windborn paper. But
there was no wind.

